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MAYBE YOU SHOULD THINK TWICE BEFORE ORDERING THAT SALAD? 

 
THE NEW BUCK WEAR® ‘HEY VEGETARIANS’ T-SHIRT EXPLAINS THE DOWN AND DIRTY 

TRUTH ABOUT YOUR FOOD CHOICE 
 

I don’t know what it is about ‘poop talk’ that’s so funny, but since toddler age we’ve all found it simply hilarious,  
so it must trigger a natural funny reaction in order to consistently crack smiles from all ages.  Of course, leave it to  
Buck Wear®, creators of downright funny shirts and casual wear for outdoor enthusiasts, to always proudly say the 
otherwise ‘unsaid’, and bring the ‘poop’ conversation back to light with its witty new ‘Hey Vegetarians’ Shirt.   
 
Hunters take pride in harvesting their own meals, so when it’s time to decide what to put on their plate at chow time, 
they’ll pass on the veggies and fill up on tasty venison.  And what better way to share your carnivore-driven opinion for 
all to see than in a comical fashion, literally.  Whether you’re sporting the Prairie Dust-colored T-shirt while walking down 
the street or around camp with hunting buddies, laughter is inevitable at the bold illustration and statement splashed 
across your back: “Hey Vegetarians, My Food Poops on Your Food!”  And that’s not all, in fact the element that truly 
completes the vision of this shirt is its vivid illustration of a deer strategically positioned to do ‘its business’.   
 
While most will automatically know the culprits behind this clever design (I mean, who else could it be), in case there’s 
any question, the Buck Wear logo is prominently featured on the front left chest. 
 
As with all quality Buck Wear shirts, the company utilizes the highest caliber screen-printing process available in 
order to create the best-looking and longest lasting shirts possible.  The new Buck Wear ‘Hey Vegetarians’ shirt is 
constructed of 100% pre-shrunk cotton and is available in a wide range of sizes from medium to XXL to ensure a 
comfortable fit for any outdoorsman.  Pair this shirt with one of Buck Wearʼs popular hats, sweatshirts, casual wear 
or even pick out a piece for the rest of the family — Buck Wear also offers stylish designs for women and children. 
 
Buck Wearʼs clothing line is available through top hunting, fishing and outdoor sports retailers across the United 
States as well as online at www.buckwear.com. 
 
For more information on the new Buck Wear ‘Hey Vegetariansʼ T-shirt (model #1302) or Buck Wearʼs full selection 
of apparel for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact: Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21223 · 
Telephone: (800) 813-7708 · Or visit www.buckwear.com.  
 

Keep up with the latest Buck Wear designs and company news on 	   
 

Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunicatons.com.  
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